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Millions around the world nurture the aspiration of living in America, which is both exciting and
overwhelming. However, the stringent immigration laws can make it a tedious and complicated
process. Manchanda Law Offices, PLLC is one such firm that has earned a name for itself in the
field of immigration services in the city of New York.

With over 1.5 million legal and illegal immigrants entering the United States every year, immigration
laws vary from each other, with every case requiring its own set of applications, petitions and
procedures, to be filed under United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS).
Therefore, a competent immigration firm can be crucial in passing the stringent immigration
procedures.

Take a look at the lawful services provided by the immigration experts at Manchanda-Law Offices,
PLLC -

â€¢	Various employment based visas such as H-1B professionals, L-1 Transferees, O-1 artists, E-
Treaty investors and J-1 exchange visitors are handled by the expert attorneys of this firm.

â€¢	Medical professionals, managers, transferees and international business executives also require
their immigration services, which allow them easy entry to United States.

â€¢	The lawyers at Manchanda Law also provide services related to fiancÃ© petitions, alienâ€™s relative
petitions, application of removal of conditions and employment authorization services based in the
areas of family based immigrant and non-immigrant visa applications.

â€¢	Other cases may involve consular processing for immigrant and Non-immigrant visas and even
replacement of various documents such as alien registration card or naturalization certificate.

â€¢	Religious workers, abused spouses, asylum seekers and F-1 students are able to file special
immigration petitions and projects can seek immigration under categories that include special
immigration petitions and projects.

â€¢	The applications for various Immigrant visa lotteries, which are held every year, are also included
in the category of special visa petitions are handled successfully by the professional attorneys of the
firm.

â€¢	Cases, which involve deportation and removal, defense such as criminal convictions, 245(i) and
stays of deportation and cancellation of removal is the widely preferred services of Manchanda Law
Offices, PLLC.

The attorneys at the firm are reputed for their aggressive and comprehensive approach towards
matters related to immigration. Manchanda Law is a competent law firm, which strives to secure a
favorable outcome to any immigration related issue.
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To find out more about a Manchanda-Law and its guidelines of immigration law and the services
provided, please visit http://manchanda-law.blogspot.com/
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